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PPV susceptibility of commonly used peach rootstock-scion combinations
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Summary. – Sharka disease is one of the most devastating plant epidemics of Prunus species, caused by
plum pox virus (PPV). The viral infection affects the fruits by weight-loss and degradation of quality properties. Breeding of resistant rootstocks and cultivars is one of the most effective disease control methods. PPV
determines the peach production all over the world. On the world's fruit production list peach is in the sixth,
in the Mediterranean region in the fourth place. In this study new data were shown about PPV susceptibility
of commonly used rootstock-scion combinations from Hungary. Reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR) analysis
was conducted on the samples from a commercial orchard; the results were evaluated by chi-square test and
binary logistic regression. Four rootstock (‘GF677’, ‘PeMa’, ‘Cadaman’ and almond seedlings) and three scion
cultivars (Prunus persicae ‘Michelini’, ‘Babygold 6’ and ‘Cresthaven’) were included in this experiment. The
rootstocks did not show any significant differences in regard to the resistance of the virus infection (40–50%),
but in case of scions, strong significant relations were observed. In case of the combinations there were results
in both directions; tolerant and susceptible combinations were observed as well.
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Introduction
The first description of plum pox virus (the causative
agent of Sharka disease) was reported by Atanasoff in 1932,
from P. domestica ’Kjüstendil’. PPV is the member of the
Potyvirus genus, the family Potyviridae, named after potato
virus Y. One third of the plant pathogen viruses belong to this
virus family (Ward and Shukla, 1991). Recent studies have
demonstrated the occurrence of nine molecularly different
PPV strains. Three strains (PPV-M, PPV-D and PPV-Rec)
are widely spread (Dallot et al., 1998; Myrta et al., 1998; Glasa
et al., 2004), but six have specific geographical locations or
infrequent occurrence (PPV-EA, PPV-C, PPV-W, PPV-T,
PPV-Man, PPV-CR; Candresse et al., 1994; Nemchinov and
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Hadidi, 1996; James et al., 2003; Serçe et al., 2009; Palmisano
et al., 2012; Chirkov et al., 2013; Glasa et al., 2013). Sharka
disease heavily determines the world's stone fruit production,
and causes loss of Euro millions every year (Cambra et al.,
2006). PPV infects not only stone fruits but almond (Pribék
et al., 2001) and blackthorn (Salamon and Palkovics, 2002),
thus a natural wild host species endanger orchards as a reservoir and source of the virus infection by aphid transmission.
On susceptible cultivars the 80–100% of the premature fruits
may fall off before harvest. On the world's fruit production
list peach is in the sixth, in the Mediterranean in the fourth
place (Tóth, 2012). In Hungary, the first description of PPV
from peach was reported by Németh in 1963. Screening and
breeding for PPV resistance are the most effective long-term
strategies against PPV in Hungary because of the GMO
free status of the country. Former studies in Hungary have
demonstrated that P. persicae ‘Incrocio Pieri’, ‘Mayfire’ and
‘Michelini’ have some PPV tolerance (Tóbiás et al., 1992).
A five-year-long experiment has been carried out by Salava
et al. (2013) in Poland with two rootstock- scion combina-
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Table 1. The examined rootstock-scion combinations

Rootstock

Scion
’Cresthaven’

’Babygold 6’

’Michelini’

’GF677’

8

8

8

’Cadaman’

16

12

11

’Pe Ma’

–

9

–

almond seedlings

10

–

9

tions (‘Cadaman’ x ‘Cresthaven’ and ‘GF677’ x ‘Cresthaven’)
represented also in this study. In the present study new data
were shown related to the PPV susceptibility of commonly
used rootstock-scion combinations.

Materials and Methods
The plant material. 91 leaf samples were randomly collected at the
beginning of the vegetation from a 15-year-old, 2 square kilometres
plantation, located in Sóskút, Hungary. The plantation was naturally
infected by PPV, transmitted by aphid vectors. The studied rootstocks
were ‘Cadaman’ (Prunus davidiana x Prunus persica), ’GF677’ (Amygdalopersica x hybrida), ’PeMa’ (Prunus persica x Amygdalus communis)
and almond seedlings (Amygdalus communis). The scions were Prunus
persicae ‘Michelini’, P. persicae ’Babygold 6’ and P. persicae ‘Cresthaven’.

The combinations of the samples are listed in Table 1. The leaf samples
have been stored at -70°C until further studies.
Virus diagnostic and strain identification. After total RNA
extraction with Spectrum Plant Total RNA Kit (Sigma-Aldrich),
conventional RT-PCR (Maiss et al., 1989) was conducted with M4T
reverse orientated primer, located at the 3' end (the polyA tail). For
cDNA preparation, 1500 ng of total RNA was used. To confirm the
presence of PPV, M4 (rev) and S primer (for) Potyviridae-specific
primers were used for the PCR, targeting the 3'NIb-5'CP region
(Chen and Adams, 2001). The 3'P3-6K1-5'CI genomic region was
amplified with PP3 (for) and PCI (rev) primers (Glasa et al., 2002).
16 positive samples were further studied by restriction fragment
length polymorphism (RFLP) method (Wetzel et al., 1991) for
strain identification. The restriction enzymes were EcoRI, DdeI and
EcoRV (Glasa et al., 2002; Ádám et al., 2015). Sequence analysis of
one isolate (TÉT38) was conducted in the 3'P3-6K1-5'CI genomic
region by the CLC Sequence Viewer 7.0 software. The phylogenetic
tree was constructed by UPGMA method, which was accompanied
by a bootstrap analysis with 1000 repetitions. A reference isolate
from each strain was applied as a standard (Fig. 1).
Statistical analysis. Statistical analysis was carried out with the SPSS
20 (IBM) software package. The chi-square test was used to investigate
whether there were any verifiable differences in infection rate among
the rootstocks, the scions or their combinations. The crosstabs were
made by the infection (as a binary variable) and the other studied parameter (rootstocks, scions and combinations – crosstabs not shown),
respectively. Results were considered to be significant when p < 0.05,
and highly significant when p <0.01. During the investigation of the

Fig. 1
The phylogenetic tree of the 3'P3-6K1-5'CI genomic regions of different PPV strains and the TÉT38 isolate
The TÉT38 isolate belongs to the Dideron strain. The reference isolates from the NCBI GenBank were the M92280, AB576080, DQ431465, AY184478,
JQ794501, AY912055, EU734794, HF674399 and the KC020126 isolate (Palkovics et al., 1993; Fanigliulo et al., 2003; James and Varga, 2005; Glasa et al.,
2006, 2013; Serçe et al., 2009; Maejima et al., 2011; Palmisano et al., 2012; Predajňa et al., 2012).
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factors influencing the infection a logistic regression model was used,
in which we estimated the probability of occurrence of the studied
event. In addition to significance of the logistic regression model, the
odds ratio (OR) was determined to examine the differences between
the scions and the rootstock-scion combinations. While comparing the
scions, the 'Michelini' was chosen as a reference because data shows its
PPV tolerant nature (Tóbiás et al., 1992). When comparing the combinations the almond seedling x 'Michelini' combination was chosen
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as reference level based on the susceptibility of almond seedlings and
the formerly mentioned tolerant nature of ‘Michelini’.

Results and Discussion
Ninety one leaf samples were randomly collected from
different rootstock-scion combinations. The studied trees

Fig. 2
The PPV infection rate of the rootstocks, scions and their combinations
(a) The PPV infection rate in relation to the rootstocks (%). On the x axis are shown the four rootstocks and the total, on the y axis is marked the infection
rate. (b) The PPV infection rate in relation to the scions (%). On the x axis are shown the three scions and the total, on the y axis is marked the infection
rate. (c) The PPV infection rate of the rootstock-scion combinations (%). On the x axis are shown the rootstock-scion combinations, on the y axis is
marked the infection rate.
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were either symptomless or PPV-infected according to the
visual observation. Of 91 samples, 45 were PPV-positive
by PCR analysis in both genomic regions. The 15-year-old
plantation shows 50% infection rate, therefore half of the
plants are considered virus-free. The inoculum source was
probably not the infected propagation material, but the surrounding orchards or wild plants around the plantation. The
inoculum was transmitted by aphid vectors. According to
the results of the RFLP analysis conducted on 16 randomly
selected positive samples, ten isolates belong to PPV-M
strain, four isolates to PPV-D, and in case of two samples
PPV-M+D mixed infections were identified. In spite of the
high number of the studied samples, PPV-Rec strain was
not identified, however, in the same year (2014) a recombinant isolate was observed from an apricot tree located
next to the examined peach trees from the same orchard
(data not shown). Similarly to the latest data of Šubr et al.
(2015), our observation proves the natural host preference
of the different PPV strains. A PPV-D isolate (TÉT38) was
chosen for sequence analysis, because this strain is less
frequent on peach than PPV-M. The nucleotide sequence
of the 3'P3-6K1-5'CI genomic region was determined, and
the phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 1) confirmed the results of
the RFLP. In the statistical analysis of the first case, the two
variables were the rootstocks and the infection. The observed significance level in the chi-square test was p = 0.43,
therefore, there were no significant differences between
the PPV tolerance of the rootstocks. The rootstock ‘GF677’
showed a 37.5% infection rate, which was a lower value than
observed in the other cultivars. Despite the expectations
the almond seedlings showed lower infection rate than the
‘Cadaman’ and the ‘PeMa’ rootstocks, but these results were
not statistically significant (Fig. 2a). If the two variables
were the scions and the infection, the significance level of
the chi-square test was p = 0.008. In this case the cultivar
‘Michelini’ had significantly lower probability to get infected
than the other scions in this study. In the logistic regression
model ‘Michelini’ was the reference. According to our results,
‘Babygold 6’ and the ‘Cresthaven’ had significantly higher
odds to get infected than ‘Michelini’ OR = 4.909, and 4.286).
There was no significant difference between ‘Babygold 6’ and
‘Cresthaven’ (Fig. 2b). In the third case, the two variables
were the rootstock-scion combinations and the infection.
The significance level of the chi-square test was p = 0.004.
The ’Cadaman’ x ’Michelini’, ’GF677’ x ’Cresthaven’ and the
’GF677’ x ’Michelini’ combinations had lower chance to get
infected than the other combinations, but, on the other hand,
the ’Cadaman’ x ’Cresthaven’ combination had higher risk
to get infected by PPV. In the logistic regression model the
almond seedlings x ‘Michelini’ combination was the reference because of the previously described reasons. The OR
<1 in case of combinations ’GF667’ x ’Cresthaven’, ’GF677’
x ’Michelini’ and ’Cadaman’ x ’Michelini’ showed higher

PPV tolerance, but the results were not significant. For the
combination ‘Cadaman’ x ‘Cresthaven’, the OR shows the
opposite result (OR = 13,000), this combination had significantly higher odds to get infected compared to the reference
(Fig. 2c). Based on the results of this experiment there was no
evidence of PPV resistance in the studied rootstocks, scions
or in their combinations, but some statistically significant
results were observed in both directions (susceptibility and
tolerance). Since the rootstock ‘Cadaman’ has a Prunus
davidiana parent, its PPV resistant or tolerant feature was
expected. According to our results, out of combinations
containing this rootstock, only the ‘Cadaman’ x ‘Michelini’
showed a tolerant feature. The rootstock ‘GF677’ has been
reported to be resistant to PPV-D strain according to Rubio
et al. (2005), but the interaction with the scion is not clear,
since two PPV-D isolates were identified from the ‘GF677’ x
‘Babygold 6’ combination. The PPV susceptibility of ‘Babygold 6’ cultivar was confirmed by our results. Further studies
are required to understand the nature of rootstock-scion
interactions, and separate rootstock and scion investigations
should follow this experiment to define the conclusions
and confirm the statistical results. In addition, the study of
the strain variability in the different combinations shall be
interesting in the future. This work revealed some practical
information and experience for farmers and producers, but
further detailed studies of more combinations are required
in this topic, since many more cultivars and combinations
are in production.
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